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It is the current flamenco ambassador
worldwide of the old Arabic city. The
company is formed by a selection of the
finest Oriental Andalusian artists, based in
what used to be the Emirate of Granada. 

The company is, therefore, inherently related
to the Alhambra and the Generalife, that
exotic universe that served as inspiration for
Federico García Lorca, and Manuel de Falla.
One of the main objectives of the Ballet
founded by Javier Martos is to represent all
the legacy and precious historical enclave of
the ancient Al-Andalus. 

 

Granada Flamenco Ballet manifests the wish
to educate, and serve as motivation for the
new flamenco dancers’ generations, who
share cast with some of the most acclaimed
artists of the city, like Raimundo Benítez,
Kika Quesada, or Begoña Arce, among
others...

Moreover, the Ballet relies on choreographic
advice from some of the most distinguished
figures of today’s Granada’s flamenco scene
as the young flamenco dancer Patricia
Guerrero.

 
 

Granada Flamenco Ballet



SYNOPSIS
'‘Dance for Me’ is an exciting and innovative new show inspired
by the city of Granada, which aims to break down the boundaries
between music and dance. It focusses upon the sensations and
feelings associated with these two art forms, as opposed to the
formalities of a traditional story and plot, although narrative
elements will also be present. 

This new production has been choreographed by the awarded
Patricia Guerrero and the excellently renowned maestros Javier
Martos, Mariano Bernal and Raimundo Benítez.This production
has the potential to tour in two different formats: either with
fourteen performers (seven dancers, four musicians and three
technicians), or with a full cast of eighteen people in total (with
eleven dancers, four musicians and three technicians), so there is
flexibility for different stage sizes. 

COMPLETE SYNOPSIS

https://flamencoagency.com/dance-for-me/


Granada
It has always been a jewel worthy of the admiration of all the people who  
visit it. Those who have had the opportunity to walk through its narrow
streets full of history and culture can consider themselves lucky. Crowned
with the Alhambra, this moorish city is the inspiration of many, as is the
case of the Granada Flamenco Ballet.

'Dance For Me' presents an artistic journey inspired by the universe of
Lorca and Manuel de Falla, who were influenced by the history of this
magical city. Likewise, this Ballet makes an incomparable work of
research and recreation by geographical and traditional palos granaínos
(flamenco dance types), and gypsies, as would be the alboreá, fandangos
del Albaicín, the cachucha or the soleá of Granada.

 



Romance de la luna

Poema de la Seguiriya Gitana

Zorongo gitano

PROGRAM

Canción del fuego fatuo
 

Danza del molinero
 

La vida breve

I

Alboreá 

Fandangos del Albaicín

Tangos

Cachucha

Soleá de Granada

III

Federico García Lorca

Manuel de Falla

Zambra gitana

II

IV



Javier Martos
Artistic director, choreographer

 and bailaor

Patricia Guerrero
Choreographer

Despite her deep flamenco roots, she has
explored other styles of music and dance,
performing at some of the most prestigious
festivals and theatres in the world. She has
been awarded, among others, the Giraldillo
and 'Desplante' awards at the Festival
Internacional de Cante de las Minas. In
addition to the National Dance Award in
2021.

This artist draws geometric figures with her
dance. Then she transforms them, undoes
them and turns them back into vital elements
like fire. A dance that she performs with all
delicacy and gives to the spectator as a gift of
that art, raised and mastered in the
whitewashed walls of magic and mystery of
the Albaicín, Granada, where she was born.

His extensive artistic training begins in
Catalonia in his childhood, from there, he will
travel the national and international art scene,
enriching his work experience from the
Canary Islands to Japan. 

Driven by his passion for dance and the
teaching of this art, he has managed to
combine in his career both international
theaters and tablaos, as well as his teaching
work with official schools and the offering of
altruistic workshops.

After collaborating with numerous maestros,
presenting successful shows and even
directing flamenco schools in China, he
created the "Granada Flamenco Ballet", with
which he toured all over Europe and Asia.

 

Raimundo Benítez
Choreographer and bailaor

Mariano Bernal
Choreographer

CHOREOGRAPHERS



"Through the waters of
Granada, only the sighs row."

Federico García Lorca

“In no part of the world is the
landscape like that of Granada.”

 Manuel de Falla
 



+34 607 491 469
info@flamencoagency.com
www.flamencoagency.com

SEE PROMOTIONAL VIDEO

https://www.instagram.com/flamencoagency/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrJqGbhfnNSesoomaPpB7xg
https://www.facebook.com/flamencoagency/
https://www.tiktok.com/@flamencoagency
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XkhwXIVPNJw

